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Climate Connections 
     Programming Summary for December 25 – January 5, 2023 

 
File Name  Air Date   Title         
 
CX231225 Mon., 12/25   O Christmas tree: After the holidays, trees help restore 
wetlands in New Orleans: Old Christmas trees protect marsh grasses planted along the shore, 
and the branches capture sediment and slow erosion. 
 
CX231226 Tue., 12/26   Electric buses could help clean up the air in Vegas: The 
biggest contributors to the city’s air pollution are cars, trucks, and buses. 
 
CX231227 Wed., 12/27   The time to build a disaster kit is now: Gather water, 
medicine, and food before a weather emergency strikes. 
 
CX231228 Thu., 12/28  Will our buildings be ready for the climate of the 
future? If architects and engineers don’t design with climate change in mind, their projects may 
not perform well over time. 
 
CX231229 Fri., 12/29   Northern Minnesota couple stays warm with help from 
heat pumps: New, advanced heat pumps can provide heating even in cold climates. 
 
CX240101 Mon., 1/1   Free rain barrel program helps Duluth residents get 
involved in flood prevention: Climate change is making rain storms more intense and 
increasing flood risk in the Great Lakes region. 
 
CX240102 Tue., 1/2   Amphibians are in trouble: They’re especially 
vulnerable to climate change because they’re coldblooded. 
 
CX240103 Wed., 1/3   The ‘Climate Action Handbook’ is a guide to 
protecting the climate: This new book can help you improve your habits at home and champion 
climate solutions in your community. 
 
CX240104 Thu., 1/4   Climate change is hurting kids’ mental health, report 
finds: They’re vulnerable even if they haven’t directly experienced a disaster.  
 
CX240105 Fri., 1/5   Farmer’s plants grow year-round in geothermal 
greenhouse in upstate New York: The system needs only a little energy to run. 
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Climate Connections 
          Programming Summary for January 8 – January 19, 2023 

 
File Name Air Date   Title         
 
CX240108 Mon., 1/8  How warming winters are hurting outdoor fun in 
Minnesota: Skating, ice fishing, and skiing could all see consequences from rising temperatures.  
 
CX240109 Tue., 1/9   How climate change is affecting air travel: One form of 
severe turbulence has increased by more than 50% over the north Atlantic during the past 40 
years. 
 
CX240110  Wed., 1/10  Climate change could cost Montana’s economy millions: 
Warmer temperatures could hurt fishing, skiing, and other outdoor pastimes. 
 
CX240111 Thu., 1/11   Only 2% of all the electricians in the United States are 
women: Tonya Hicks, who runs an electrical contracting company in Mississippi, says the clean 
energy transition offers a good chance for women to join the industry. 
 
CX240112 Fri., 1/12  Pedro the penguin teaches kids about disaster safety: As 
extreme weather becomes more common, this printable game prepares families for emergencies. 
 
CX240115 Mon., 1/15   All-electric skyscraper nears completion in Brooklyn: 
The 44-story building houses more than 400 apartments, a gym, a yoga studio, and a rooftop 
pool. 
 
CX240116 Tue., 1/16   To craft enticing vegan entrees, focus on flavor, chef 
says: A meatless and dairy-free cafe at the University of North Texas is serving up dishes like 
crispy eggplant Parmesan and spring pea tofu. 
 
CX240117 Wed., 1/17   Could your community do this? Workshop participants 
trade tips on saving energy: A Minneapolis-based nonprofit hosts workshops where 
participants learn from each other about how to stay warm in winter and keep the heating bill 
down. 
 
CX240118 Thu., 1/18  Report cards grade med and nursing schools on their 
response to climate change: Climate change poses major threats to people’s health. 
 
CX240119 Fri., 1/19   How cutting back on beef helps the planet: Producing 
beef causes eight to 10 times more carbon pollution per serving than chicken. 
 


